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 another, and plundered the peaceful wayfarer. To protect
himself from their direct insults, William from time to time
appealed for help to Roger II, as his father had appealed
to Roger I. Roger came to his aid, and in return William
ceded his last rights in Sicily and more territory in Calabria.
Bit by bit Roger was advancing, ready for the final spring
when the childless William should die. The next of kin was
Bohemond II of Antioch, son of Borsa's brother Bohemond
and first cousin to William ; but by 1126 he was too far away
to be able to assert his rights.
In 1127 duke William died, and Roger immediately
claimed the duchy. He acted with great promptitude,
gained possession of Salerno by granting privileges to its
citizens, and was there proclaimed as duke. His sudden
stroke had taken everyone by surprise, but it was so generally
unwelcome that resistance was not slow in appearing. Neither
towns nor barons wanted a ruler who would be their master;
to the Papacy, whose policy it had always been to encourage
divisions among the Normans, the union of South Italy and
Sicily was especially repugnant. Honorius II as overlord
refused his consent to Roger's acquisition of the duchy
and set to work to form a coalition against him. This was
joined by most of the leading barons, among whom Robert
the new prince of Capua had pride of place, though the
most dangerous of Roger's enemies, in force of character and
military genius, was Rainulf count of Alife, head of the line
descended from the first Norman to be granted a fief in South
Italy, Rainulf of Aversa. The Pope himself took part in
the campaign which opened early in 1128. It was an ill-
organised expedition, and when at last in July the allies came
face to face with the army of Roger, they were in little mood
for fighting and the feudal levies began to disband. The
Pope, fearing the fate of Leo IX, thought it prudent to make
terms with Roger and invested him with the duchy of Apulia
and Calabria. This settlement did not include the Pope's
former confederates, many of whom still refused to recognise
Roger; but by the summer of 1129 he had reduced them all
singly to submission.
Roger had won the first encounter with surprising ease, and
he showed his determination to be master when in Septem-
ber 1129 at Melfi, where his new tenants-in-chief appeared to

